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Greetings from Philadelphia and welcome to another year of our TSHS Newsletter. As we leave a cold winter 

behind us, I want to (belatedly) wish you a great 2014, and to thank you for giving me the opportunity to lead our 

section this year. I also would like to thank Steve Grambow who preceded me as section Chair in 2013, and 
welcome Heather Bush who will follow me in this position in 2015. 

 

I am fairly new to the affairs of our section, having gotten involved in them only about 6 years ago. At that time, I 

had been asked by my institution to design and teach an introductory statistics class for doctoral students in basic 
science disciplines (Biochemistry, Cell and Developmental Biology, Immunology, etc.). I had no idea where to 

start, so I reached out to officers and members of the section for advice on course design, content, and textbook. 

One thing led to another and here I am now. 
 

I took that first step because I was in need of guidance on my own teaching. But I stayed engaged because of the 

people that I met over the years—the late Patrick Arbogast, Carol Bigelow, Scott Evans, Ed Gracely, Steve 

Grambow, Jodi Lapidus, Cyndy Long, Tomi Mori, Bob Oster, and others. They all became part of a new circle of 
colleagues to turn to for ideas, advice, and support, not to ignore the occasional drink and fun that we have 

together when we have the opportunity to cross paths at JSM or elsewhere. 

 
Yet, the section is not simply the (not entirely negligible) number of people who serve as officers or who are 

involved in official functions and activities. The section is also the JSM presenters and their audiences, those who 

come to our mixer and those who communicate via emails or through our Community site. The section is also all 
of those who do not have the opportunity to travel to our meeting and those who have never interacted with any 

other members. The section is all of you. 
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We are a small- to mid-sized section, as far as ASA sections go. During the past 10 years, our membership count 

has fluctuated between 600 and 700 members (as of the end of 2013, it stood at 665), with about 95% of us living 

in the US or Canada. We have a tremendous diversity of career trajectories and hold a wide range of jobs, with 
about one in five of us a student. Yet, I (and the rest of our section officers) have met only a small fraction of our 

section members in person. The main reason is, of course, financial constraints. For many isolated statisticians, 

educators, and students, travel to JSM is not a realistic possibility, since financial support from institutions or 
employers may not be available. I wish our section had funds to support travel for some of you who are unable to 

attend otherwise, but our limited budget is spent on our awards and our modest JSM mixer. 

 
Speaking of awards, I want to put in a quick plug for those. Our section has 3 major awards (for Distinguished 

Achievement , Outstanding Teaching, and Young Investigator). Nominations are typically solicited in 

January/February of each year  (every other year in the case of the Distinguished Service Award), and details can 

be found on our website. We also have an award for the best JSM presentation (topic-contributed or contributed 
sessions) based on audience feedback; so, please turn in your ballot if you attend any of our sponsored sessions. 

 

What is in the works for the coming months? Last year, we celebrated the International Year of Statistics, and this 
year, we have ASA’s 175th Anniversary. So, look for activities around the main theme “Statistics: Global Impact 

– Past, Present, and Future.” At this year’s JSM, our session will be sponsoring 2 invited sessions (plus another 

co-sponsored), 2 topic-contributed sessions (plus another 4 co-sponsored), 1 contributed session, 3 posters, and 3 

roundtables. See more information about our JSM sessions and other activities elsewhere in this newsletter. 
 

But JSM is far from the only forum for our section activities. In collaboration with CAUSEWeb.org, Carol 

Bigelow (2012 Section Chair) and Steve Grambow (2013 Section Chair) have been spearheading a Resources 
Portal project. They will continue their efforts this year and I look forward to their updates on the portal 

development progress at JSM. If you have comments or ideas, please do not hesitate to contact them (at 

cbigelow@schoolph.umass.edu and steven.grambow@duke.edu, respectively). A short piece on the Resources 
Portal will appear in a future issue of our newsletter. 

 

I will continue wearing my other hat as webmaster of the section’s website. Did you even know that we have a 

(relatively) new and modern website (http://community.amstat.org/TSHS/Home/)? Anyway, in my webmaster 
role, I am planning a “Member Spotlight” page, to feature mini-interviews with section members—what their 

professional trajectory has been, what does their typical day look like, things like that. These interviews may also 

be featured in future issues of our newsletter. I think this would be a good way to get to know each other, even if 
we don’t all have the opportunity to meet and interact at JSM. You may receive an email message from me asking 

you if you might be willing to take part in this series. Or, please do contact me if you would like to volunteer. I 

promise it will be very informal and low-key. 
 

I am also looking for ways to engage student members of our section. About two years ago, Miranda Kroehl led 

the effort to set up a Community site on Teaching Statistics in Practice, targeted mainly to students and recent 

graduates. Although the site has more than 150 members, posting activity has been light and interaction very 
limited. I encourage our student members to get in touch (either via email or in person at JSM) with ideas, or even 

to only say hello. I promise, I won’t “volunteer” you for any work. And keep in mind that our section is a pretty 

low-stress way to start networking and become engaged in professional activities (which does indeed help on the 
CV). 

 

I think this is enough rambling for now. I do hope to meet some of you at JSM in Boston this summer. Please look 

for our section mixer in the meeting’s program, and come say hello and make some new friends (you can never 
have enough).  

 

mailto:cbigelow@schoolph.umass.edu
mailto:steven.grambow@duke.edu
http://community.amstat.org/TSHS/Home/
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  BOOK REVIEW 

 

 

 

 

 
Title:   OpenIntro Statistics:  Second Edition 
Authors:  David M Diez, Christopher D Barr, Mine Çetinkaya-Rundel 
Publisher:  CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform 
Date:   July 2012 
Pages:   426 
ISBN‐10:   1478217200 
ISBN‐13:   978-1478217206 
Price:   Free pdf available online or $9.94 (paperback list price sold via Amazon.com) 
Formats:  Paperback, pdf 

 

My thanks to Dr. Michael Mahometa who introduced me to OpenIntro Statistics via his post on the ASA 

forum inquiring about open source statistics textbooks. Now, I like seeing my fellow professional 

statisticians making money, so I wasn't drawn to OpenIntro by its cost. I was drawn in by the vast 

resources provided at the website openintro.org. They offer a copy of the book, a series of labs, videos 

for a few key chapters, lecture slides for all eights chapters, and LaTeX/knitr source files for the labs and 

slides. 

 

The contents of the text are standard fare for introduction to statistics texts. By chapter, they read: 

1. Introduction to data,  

2. Probability,  

3. Distributions of random variables,  

4. Foundations for inference,  

5. Inference for numerical data,  

6. Inference for categorical data,  

7. Introduction to linear regression, and  

8. Multiple and logistic regression.  

 

The chapters are nicely written and illustrated, thorough, and include a good set of exercises at the end. 

The easy to read layout, highlighted tips, and use of copious figures make the text very visually 

appealing. The inference covers the classical frequentist philosophy and methods expected of an 

introduction to statistics book. To get a sense of the level of the writing, power and sample size 

calculations are included as a special topic as opposed to an integral part of each method. The chapter on 

categorical data includes the exact test for a single proportion as a special topic, but does not cover the 

exact test for the equality of two proportions.   

 

Depending on the curriculum for the course, the OpenIntro text may not cover some planned topics, but 

it will certainly cover many of them. With excellent integration with R, knitr, and LaTeX, the slides and 

labs encourage good reproducibility practices and easily allow personal customization by instructors. 

The OpenIntro project is an exciting resource for almost any course and could serve as the primary 

source material for many introductory level classes. 

Robert Alan Greevy, Jr, PhD 
Associate Professor of Biostatistics 
Vanderbilt University School of Medicine 

Return to contents  
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Invitation to the upcoming JSM – 2014! 
 

 

 

Dear TSHS Section Members, 

 

We had a great program at the 2013 JSM in Montreal and I am very excited 

about our upcoming 2014 JSM program in Boston. We have some exciting 

speakers and topics in the program that I think you will really enjoy! This year 

our section is sponsoring two invited sessions, two topic contributed sessions, 

one regular contributed session, three posters, two breakfast roundtables, and 

one lunch roundtable. More details for these talks will be available soon. 

However, I figured I would whet the appetite with a sneak peek of a few of the 

sessions. 

 

Tor Tosteson is organizing a session entitled “Great Expectations: Training Future Biostatisticians for 

Careers in Interdisciplinary Biomedical Research”. The panel will discuss rethinking priorities for 

training programs in statistics and biostatistics to fulfill the transition of statisticians from consultants to 

full-fledged collaborators and independent interdisciplinary researchers.  

 

Todd Schwartz is organizing a session on “Flipping” the classroom, where students are introduced to 

topics outside of classroom, replacing traditional in-class lectures, thus enabling students to learn at their 

own pace. Class time is then spent on problem solving and group work, tasks that would be assigned as 

homework in a traditional classroom setting. Panelists will share their experiences using the flipped 

classroom model across a range of health sciences and to a diverse array of students. 

 

There are many other exciting talks to attend. Also, remember to sign up for the roundtables early 

because they sell out quickly. We look forward to seeing you in Boston in August!  

 

Jose-Miguel Yamal 

Return to contents  
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FROM THE PUBLICATIONS OFFICER 

Robert A. Oster, Ph.D., University of Alabama at Birmingham 
 

 
 

REPORT ON TSHS PUBLICATIONS DURING 2013 

 
 
Annual updates of TSHS-sponsored publications and information on selected articles 

appearing in TSHS publications from 2000 on forward have appeared in previous 

issues of this newsletter (Oster 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013). Here is the 

update for 2013. 
 

Table 1 contains the following annual and cumulative totals for the years 2000-2013: 

 

 TSHS newsletter articles describing teaching and consulting methods (and one 

describing the history of TSHS) 

 TSHS newsletter book reviews 

 TSHS-sponsored JSM and ENAR proceedings papers 

 

Table 1 does not include: 
 

 Counts of columns or other types of articles that have appeared in the TSHS newsletter 

 JSM or ENAR proceedings papers based on presentations given in TSHS co-sponsored sessions where 

TSHS was not the primary sponsor 

 

TSHS sponsored 6 publications in the selected categories during 2013. Using the “Total” column in Table 1, it 
can be seen that the mean number of publications from 2000-2013 is 8.4 (SD = 2.9) and the median number is 8. 

This means that our section is the primary sponsor of approximately 8 publications per year. Robert Greevy, our 

book review editor, deserves our thanks for making sure that we had one book review in each issue of the 
newsletter (three for the year). A big “thank you” also goes to all of our contributors! 

 

Each and every year, TSHS sponsors JSM proceedings papers. If you present a paper or poster in a TSHS-
sponsored session at the JSM, please consider publishing your work in the JSM proceedings, making sure to list 

TSHS as the sponsor. You will retain the copyright on any paper that you publish in the JSM proceedings; 

therefore, you can also publish the paper in a peer-reviewed journal if you wish. 

Return to contents  
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Table 1. Number of Selected Articles in TSHS-Sponsored Publications from 2000-2013 

 

                                                                   JSM and ENAR 
Year         TSHS Newsletter Pieces           Proceedings Publications         Total 

 

             Topic Articles     Book Reviews           
  

2000               3                        2                            5                                      10 

2001               2                        0                            2                                        4 
2002               2                        2                            5                                        9 

2003               1                        2                          10                                      13 

2004               1                        5                            5                                      11 

2005               1                        4                            7                                      12 
2006               0                        3                            4                                        7 

2007               0                        3                            8                                      11 

2008               3                        2                            2                                        7 
2009               0                        3                            2                                        5 

2010               0                        2                            3                                        5 

2011               2                        3                            5                                      10 

2012               1                        3                            3                                        7 
2013               0                        3                            3                                        6 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 
Total             16                      37                          64                                    117 

 

 
Here is a list of the 6 articles referred to in Table 1 for 2013. 

 

1.  “Confessing Our Sins: How Research Informs Teaching” by Deborah V. Dawson, appearing in the 2013 JSM 

proceedings (pages 1184-1187) as a paper presented at the 2013 JSM. 
 

2.  “Tools for Presenting Examples of Sampling Distributions and Hypothesis Testing” by Mark C. Fulcomer, S. 

David Kriska, and Marcia M. Sass, appearing in the 2013 JSM proceedings (pages 2804-2808) as a paper 
presented at the 2013 JSM. 

 

3.  “What Your Future Doctor Should Know about Statistics: Must-include Topics for Introductory 
Undergraduate Biostatistics” by Brigitte Baldi and Jessica Utts, appearing in the 2013 JSM proceedings 

(pages 1172-1183) as a paper presented at the 2013 JSM. 

 

4.  Review of “SAS and R” by Robert A. Greevy, appearing as a book review in the spring 2013 issue of the 
TSHS newsletter (page 4). 

 

5.  Review of “Principles of Applied Statistics” by Robert A. Greevy, appearing as a book review in the summer 
2013 issue of the TSHS newsletter (page 4). 

 

6.  Review of “The Theory that Would Not Die: How Bayes’ Rule Cracked the Enigma Code, Hunted Down 

Russian Submarines, and Emerged Triumphant from Two Centuries of Controversy” by Robert A. Greevy, 
appearing as a book review in the fall 2013 issue of the TSHS newsletter (page 6). 
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I hope that you will consider contributing an article to this newsletter (our newsletter editor is always happy to 

receive them) or to the JSM 2014 proceedings (after the conclusion of the JSM) if you give a presentation during 

the meeting. 
 

You will hear from me again in the summer 2014 issue; until then, enjoy the spring weather! 
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Section Officers and Officers-Elect for TSHS  

Past Chair, 2014 Steven Grambow (919) 286-0411 x 4068 steven.grambow@duke.edu 
Chair 2014, Webmaster Constantine Daskalakis (215) 955-5695  constantine.daskalakis@jefferson.edu 

Chair Elect 2014 Heather Bush  (859) 218-2080  Heather.Bush@uky.edu 

Program Chair 2014 Jose-Miguel Yamal (713) 500-9566  Jose-Miguel.Yamal@uth.tmc.edu 

Program Chair Elect 2014 Jeffery M. Szychowski (205) 975-9135  jszychow@uab.edu 

Secretary-Treasurer 14-15 Deborah V. Dawson (319) 335-7189  deborah-dawson@uiowa.edu 

Publications Officer 13-14 Bob Oster  (205) 975-0539  roster@uabmc.edu 

Coun. of Sections Rep. 13-15Jodi Lapidus  (503) 494-1167  lapidusj@ohsu.edu 

Newsletter Editor 13-14 Ed Gracely  (215) 991-8466  egracely@drexelmed.edu 
Book Review Editor Robert Greevy, Jr. (615) 343-5793  robert.greevy@vanderbilt.edu 

ASA Staff Liaison Rick Peterson  (703) 684-1221 x1864 rick@amstat.org 

 
From the editor; 

 
Hard to believe winter is finally ending and the time for another JSM getting closer! I 

don’t get many interesting write-ups of things you did and saw at JSM… it would 

make this newsletter livelier and more useful if it had content like that.  “What I 

learned in the education sessions at JSM”,  “A brief summary of the talk I gave at 
JSM”, etc… Contribute to your newsletter! 

 

Ed 
 

American Statistical Association 

TSHS Newsletter 

Ed J. Gracely, Ph.D. Editor 
Family, Community, and Preventive Medicine 

Drexel College of Medicine 

2900 Queen Lane 
Philadelphia, PA 19129 

215-991-8466 (phone) 

215-843-6028 (fax) 
egracely@drexelmed.edu 

 
American Statistical Association 

http://www.amstat.org/ 
 
Section on Teaching Statistics in the Health Sciences 

Section web page: http://community.amstat.org/TSHS/Home/ 
Links to all newsletters: http://community.amstat.org/TSHS/Announcements/Newsletters/ 
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